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With Donald Trump's shocking victory
over Hillary Clinton, America woke up
to a new reality. Financial markets
churned in the aftermath of the election,
with global markets initially plunging

before U.S. equity markets rallied as investors reassessed the
surprise win. Some came to the conclusion that Ms. Clinton's
loss may result in weaker regulatory scrutiny. (Health care and
banking shares led the S&P 500's climb following the election.)
The volatility reflects the uncertainty that grips both the
political establishment and financial circles.

The billionaire real estate developer turned reality TV star
turned political upstart clearly has an unconventional
background. The political outsider must now make yet another
transition to live up to the august title of President of the United
States. Let us hope he can make that transformation. 

Over the course of the campaign there were disturbing
revelations about candidate Trump, who exhibited abhorrent
behavior that the electorate overlooked. Given his treatment of
women, political rivals and the press, to name a few, there
remains substantial cause for concern. We have the highest
expectations that as President-elect Trump, he can make the
change to become more “presidential.”

There are early signs of hope. In his first remarks after winning,
Mr. Trump was conciliatory, saying, “It is time for us to come
together as a united people.” 

Ms. Clinton too said in her concession speech that the country
hopes Mr. Trump “will be a successful president for all Americans.”
“We owe him an open mind and a chance to lead,” she said.

The open question is how will Mr. Trump lead? And who will he
pick to govern? The stakes are huge, and he has no track record
for governing. Everything from the Dodd-Frank financial
reforms to Obamacare, from Federal Reserve policy to the
makeup of the Supreme Court, and, yes, the DOL fiduciary rule,
is now in play.

The hard-fought DOL rule requires that financial advisers act
in the best interests of their clients in retirement accounts to
help protect consumers from conflicted advice. Prior to his
election, one of Mr. Trump's advisers, Anthony Scaramucci,
managing partner of SkyBridge Capital, said that as president,
Mr. Trump would repeal the DOL fiduciary rule. Now that Mr.
Trump will be taking office, we call upon the new administration
to deliberate more soberly on this singularly important rule for
the financial services industry.

Another reality facing the new commander in chief will be the
sprawling federal bureaucracy, and the steep learning curve that
awaits him when he enters the White House. Truth be told, he
isn't ready; nobody is until he (or, someday, she) steps into the job. 

But our hopes are with the new president that he will put the
right team in place. The DOL rule is not going to be his
administration's first priority, but adviser groups have an
obligation to ensure the regulation remains on the radar. It will
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be up to the leaders in the advisory profession to make sure the
new administration keeps consumers' best interests at heart —
and also to keep tabs on the new leadership in Washington. 

As it was written in an editorial back in January 2016 in the
thick of the campaign, “The latest surges by political outsider
Mr. Trump and liberal insurgent Sen. Bernie Sanders on the
Democratic side should make the investment advice industry
sit up and take notice.”

We are all listening — and watching — now.

Information compiled by Ken Marinace, 
Source: Investment News; Wall Street Journal; Kiplinger’s Magazine

We would like to thank you, our wonderful clients 
for your overwhelming generosity for CFS’s Toy Drive

to benefit the Boys & Girls Club of Burbank.
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Ken Marinace
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CFS Spreads Holiday Cheer
During our Holiday Client Dinner on Saturday, Dec. 10, 2016 at
Oakmont Country Club, we collected toys to benefit the Boys & Girls
Club of Burbank and Greater East Valley.

Pictured with Ken and Anna are Shanna Warren, CEO of Boys &
Girls Club of Burbank, and Ken’s grandchildren, Rex Dauphinais
and Lillian Garretson, both of whom traveled from Minnesota for
the event.
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Advisors Act of 1940, advisers are required to deliver a copy of
the ADV, Part II to every adviser client on an annual basis
(within 120 days after the end of fiscal year and without charge,
if there are material changes in the brochure since the last
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• A substitute gym teacher in Los Angeles was caught on tape the day after the
election telling Hispanic students that if their parents are undocumented, they
will be deported by President Donald Trump.  “Your parents gotta go and they
gonna leave you behind,” said the teacher.  When one sixth-grader asked how
authorities would find them, the teacher replied, “it’s all in the system,
sweetie. When they come and there’s an illegal, they gotta go.”

• A group of students at the University of Virginia is demanding that the faculty
be forbidden to quote Thomas Jefferson despite the fact that Jefferson
founded the school.  Since Jefferson owned the slaves, the group said, any
reference to him in official communications “undermines the message of unity,
equity, and civility that you are attempting to convey.”

Source: The Week magazine.

Only in America

Financial Anxiety 
Taking Its Toll

Gold: Still a gamble. Investors are once
again looking to gold as “insurance
against chaos” said Jason Zweig in The
Wall Street Journal. The price of gold is
up 20 percent since last July. But investing
in it “is still a leap in the dark.” I’ll admit
that the yellow metal has certainly
“preserved its purchasing power” over
the centuries. The same amount of gold
used to pay a Roman centurion’s annual
salary in the 1st century A.D. would cover
a U.S. Army captain’s annual salary today.
Problem is, “most investors don’t lock
their money up for a couple thousand
years at a time.” In the short term, gold’s
value “fluctuates so wildy” that it can’t
even be guaranteed to keep up with the
cost of living. Adjusted for inflation, gold
remains 35 percent below its record highs
in 1980.

Source: The Week Magazine

America used to be known as the “land of
the free and the home of the brave.”  Now
it seems as if we have become the “land of
the anxious and the home of the worried.”

A study from Northwestern Mutual
seems to bear that out, finding that an
increasing number of Americans are
gripped with financial anxiety.  The large
majority of American (85 percent)
reported feeling financial anxiety today,
and it’s getting worse: 36 percent said
their anxiety has gone up in the past three
years, versus only 14 percent who said it
has gone down.  More than a quarter of
Americans (28 percent) worry about their
finances every day.  

Among those feeling financial anxiety, 67
percent said it is negatively impacting
their health, 70 percent said it is
negatively impacting their happiness and
61 percent said it is negatively impacting
their home life.

And the biggest financial fear?  Having an
unplanned financial emergency, according
to 38 percent of those polled.

Source: Insurance NewsNet Magazine

News at a glance: Health Care

• While many corporations assume the
younger workers have more energy, and
are therefore more productive, more
people under the age of 45 (43 percent)
say they are exhausted at work than
those are over 45 (35 percent).  The least
exhausted workers are those over 60.  

Source: Harvard Business Review

• Roughly 3.1 million Americans quit their
jobs in September, the highest monthly
number in 2016, and a sign that workers
are gaining more leverage in the job
market.  There were 1.4 unemployed
workers per job opening in September,
down from high of 6.7 in 2009.  

Source: USA Today

• Veterans made up 44 percent of the
nearly 120,000 full-time hires the federal
government made in 2015.  The share of
veterans among new government hires
has stayed relatively constant since the
Obama administration pledged in 2009 to
give former service members preferential
consideration for job openings.  

Source: Washington Post

What the Experts Say

Noted:
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The biggest issue ahead for medical care:
Affordability for individuals and
employers.  It’ll surpass all other concerns
about health care, overshadowing some of
the successes of Obamacare while keeping
a spotlight on some of its shortcomings.

Driving the debate: Big hikes in premiums
in 2017 … 9% or so for coverage in
exchanges for the second lowest silver
plan, the insurance option to which the
government pegs individual subsides. And
even bigger surges for deductibles for
employer-provided coverage.  In the past
five years, health care premiums have gone
up by 19%.  Deductibles have risen 63%,
but wages just 11%.

Look for both numbers to keep
increasing,  even as employers try to
clamp down on the expense of providing
insurance coverage for their workers. 

Younger, healthier folks aren’t signing up
through exchanges, choosing instead to
pay a penalty.  That leaves insurers with
sicker customers and higher costs.  So
they charge more for coverage.

Employers, in turn, raise deductibles
along with the share of the insurance tab
that workers are responsible for picking
up.  To save money, more people will go
without insurance or put off needed care
to avoid deductibles.  In the long run, some
of them will need more costly treatment.

Source: Insurance The Kiplinger Letter

More people in their 40s and older are
moving in with their aging parents for
financial reasons.  In California, adults
ages 50 to 65 living with their parents rose
68 percent between 2006 and 2012, and
national data shows a similar trend.  

Source: The Wall Street Journal
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CFS Golden Circle - Clients for 20 years or longer

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Annette Alender
Kathy Allie
Connie Alvero
Irv & Zel Bagley
Dr. Martin Barmatz &

Carolyn Small
Bill Beckley
Dave Bochard
Steve & Lynne Brener
Kelley Brock
Harlene Button
Barbara Chasse
Philip Clements & Claudia

Squibb
Louis Darin
Oleta Diamond
Joe & Liz Dilibert
Marshall & Mimi Drucker
Jim Dyrness
Phil Efland 
Reg & Jan Fear
Horace & Betty Jean

Fernandez
Jim & Kathy Forman
Imre & Patricia Foti
Susan Gardner-McFarland
Ralph Gerrard & Susan

Leeper
Vorda Gordon
Helena Gratland & Bob

Mazzocco

Jim & Marilyn Graves
Harry & Karen Griffin
Dennis Hall & Evelyn Rollins
Bill & Elinore Hedgcock
Harley & Alice Higginbotham
Dr. Craig & Jeannette Hoeft
Pamela Hoey
Lilo Holzer
Mike Houlemard
Daina Johnson
Rich & Donna Johnson
Mitch & Lorraine Kaye
James & Julia Kinmartin
Emil & Chiching Klimach
Loraine Leach
Jack Leahy
Dave & Carolyn Lessley
Jane Lloyd
Dr. Ken & Carmen Luk
Harry & Carol Mackin
Jay & Nancy Malinowski
Al Maskell
Pat Maskell
Randy Maskell
Dr. Peter & Juliane McAdam
Dr. Jeanine McMahon
Barbara Moering
Bob Moering
Mary Morrow 
Peter & Susan Moyer

JANUARY

  2  -  Marshall Drucker
  4  -  Lyn Hoeft
  4  -  Reg Fear
  6  -  Ralph Gerrard
  8  -  Al Roeters
  9  -  Donna Johnson
10  -  Daris R Pederson
10  -  Marcus Petoyan
10  -  Verena Luisoni
11  -  Tim Chao
12  -  Vicki Arnold
12  -  Rick Tropasso
12  -  Stacy Feller
12  -  Jim Graves

13  -  Susan McFarland
15  -  Mark Evans
16  -  Bruce Keller
16  -  Kellye Wallett
18  -  Annette Vartanian
19  -  Evelyn Rollins
19  -  Jo Ann Long
20  -  Betty Iverson
21  -  Irv Bagley
23  -  Debra Crosley
23  -  Mary Morrow
25  -  Dianne Southern
26  -  Roberta Bremner

FEBRUARY

  1  -  Maria Bitman
  2  -  Chiching Klimach
  2  -  Doug Remington
  3  -  Oleta Diamond
  3  -  Bill Hedgcock
  5  -  Margot L Siess
  7  -  Mike Thrasher
  7  -  Cheryl Updegraff
  7  -  Janet Sedhom
  8  -  Jane Lofton
  9  -  Michael Siecke
  9  -  Wayne Hoeft
  9  -  Mike Houlemard
10  -  Robert Mazzocco
11  -  Bill Williams

11  -  Carolyn Lessley
11  -  Patricia Newsham
11  -  Bart Ping
15  -  Steve Brener
16  -  Robert Agosta
17  -  Elizabeth Cinkan-Veres
18  -  Arlene Breshears
20  -  Diane Long
22  -  Marty Agosta
22  -  Nancy Nisbet
22  -  Dianne Simes
24  -  Pamela Hoey
26  -  Stephen Temmel
28  -  Debra Prieto - Kasper
28  -  Russ F Billings

Roland & Vonda Neundorf
Dave & Pat Newsham
Bruce & Vicki Oldham
Dr. Eugene Orlowsky
Leora Ostrow
Ricky Parker
Richard and Kathy Plank 
Al Roeters
Debbie Ruggiero
Joe & Pearl Ruggiero
Louise Sanchez
Earle Sanders
Evelyn Schirmer
Bob & Cindy Siecke
Dianne Simes
Louise Sirianni
Theresa Southwood
Carole Steen
Mitch & Ilona Stein
Giselle Temmel
Peter & Susan Vanlaw
Steve Veres
Joseph Volkmar 
David & Kellye Wallett
Jeff & Pam Wheat
Don & Lorraine White
Bill Williams
Teena Wolcott
Toby & Carole Zwikel

Here is Ken with Richard and Kathy
Plank, new inductees to the CFS
Golden Circle.

Ken
Ken@cfsburbank.com
Phone: 818-846-8092, ext. 3

Anna
Anna@cfsburbank.com
Phone: 818-846-8092, ext. 6

Lisa
Lisa@cfsburbank.com
Phone: 818-846-8092, ext 3

Martha
Martha@cfsburbank.com
Phone: 818-846-8092, ext 4

Chandler
Chandler@cfsburbank.com
Phone: 818-846-8092, ext 8

Artimus
Artimus@cfsburbank.com
Phone: 818-846-8092, ext. 21
(Clients A-L)

Sangeeta
Sangeeta@cfsburbank.com
Phone: 818-846-8092, ext. 5
(Clients M-Z)

Staff Contact Information
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Anna’s Recent Read: Can You Trust Your Trust?

To Protect Your Family, 
Avoid These 4 Big Traps
Whether you are wealthy or not, a well-
designed trust can make your financial
planning much more successful. Trusts

can ensure that your assets will go to your intended beneficiaries
rather than giving unnecessarily to creditors, former spouses,
estate taxes, long-term-care bills or other threats.
Unfortunately, many trust documents contain language that limits
their ability to protect assets—and no one notices the problem
until it is too late. If you don’t have a trust, there’s a good chance
that you should have one. And if you do have a trust, make sure
that it does not include certain terrible mistakes…
Mistake: Ignoring trusts ¬altogether because of today’s high
federal ¬estate-tax exemption. Keeping assets safe from estate
taxes has long been one of the major reasons to create a trust. But
with the federal estate-tax exemption now at $5.45 million (and twice
that for couples), very few families have to worry about this threat.
What some people still don’t realize is that federal estate taxes
were never the only reason to create a trust. Trusts also can
safeguard assets until heirs are old enough to manage money
responsibly. They can protect assets from state estate taxes. And
failing to use a trust to protect assets from various potential costs
can end up being a very expensive mistake.
Example: A New York man left a $1 million estate to his wife. She
later required a lengthy stay in a nursing home, which ate up
virtually all of those assets. Had the man instead left his money
to an “irrevocable” trust that named the wife as beneficiary,
Medicaid would have paid most of her nursing home bills, keeping
the money in the family.
Mistake: The trust terminates when beneficiaries reach a
predetermined age or at some other specified date. It is very
common for trusts to terminate when beneficiaries reach a particular
birthday—often 18, 21, 25 or 30—with all remaining assets
distributed to beneficiaries then. That’s because when people set up
trusts, their primary goal often is to ensure that assets remain safe
until young heirs are old enough to handle money maturely. But a
trust set up this way does nothing to protect the assets from other
threats and could dump a large sum of money into a beneficiary’s
lap at an inopportune moment, such as when a spouse is about to file
for divorce or when a lawsuit or bankruptcy looms.
Mistake: Using the word “shall” in trustee directions. Trusts
often contain language dictating that the trustee “shall” distribute
assets to beneficiaries in particular amounts at particular times.
Trouble is, the word “shall” ties the trustee’s hands—it means that
he/she must distribute the assets as ¬directed even if it is obvious
that doing so would be foolish, perhaps because the beneficiary
expects to soon declare bankruptcy and the money would just end
up in the hands of creditors. (If a trustee tried to not make a
distribution under these circumstances, creditors could take the
trustee to court and likely force the distribution.)
Better: Change trust language to say that the trustee “may”
distribute assets and/or income in a specific amount and/or after
the beneficiary reaches a certain age. This lets the trustee know
that your intention is that he make this distribution, but it also

gives him the option of not doing so if it doesn’t make sense
for some unforeseen reason. If a creditor tried to force such
a distribution in court, he almost certainly would fail—courts
respect the authority of trustees to not make distributions
when the word “may” is used. Using the word “may” does
give the trustee great power over the trust assets, but if you
also give beneficiaries the power to change trustees, that
power is unlikely to be abused.
Mistake: Choosing a family member or friend as trustee.
This is extremely common because most people do not want
to pay a professional trustee and because most people have
at least one family member or close friend whom they trust
to handle this task responsibly. But even if the family member
or friend selected truly is honest (which is far from certain—
plenty of seemingly reputable family and friend trustees have
been caught stealing trust assets), disagreements between
trustees and beneficiaries often create family discord or end
long-standing friendships. And because these amateur
trustees often have little or no experience in this role, they
sometimes make costly mistakes, some of which may result
in crippling IRS penalties.
Better: Choose a professional trustee. Not only will this
trustee be much better equipped than an amateur to handle
the responsibilities of the role, but also your beneficiaries will
be able to sue for breach of fiduciary duty if he fails to do so.
(Beneficiaries could sue a family member trustee, but such a
lawsuit likely would devastate the family.) 

Information compiled by Anna Luke
Source: Bottom Line Inc.com

Above: Here is Anna
being the “Principal
of the Day” at
Glenoaks Elementary
School in Glendale,
CA with the Principal
of the school, Mr. Di
Mundo.

Right: Here is Anna
with Margot Siess
and Ahny Sevier
during her visit at
Morningstar in
Fullerton, CA.
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Brain Teaser #91 – “Dice-Section”

Use your smartphone
to visit our website!

Brain Teaser #90– Answers

              fence                post                dated
              band                  aid              worker
              fishing               net                    ball
              duck                down           hearted
              right                angle               poise

And the new word is PANDA
The first person with the correct answer was
Emil Klimach, Congratulations, Emil!
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3811 W. Burbank Blvd. • Burbank, CA 91505 • Tel: 818.846.8092 •Fax: 818.845.2010
Comprehensive Financial Services is a diversified financial services and planning company.
The firm offers investment counseling, financial planning, money management services,
investments, life and health insurance and annuities.

Material discussed is meant for general illustration and/or informational purposes only and is
not to be construed as tax, legal, or investment advice. Although the information has been
gathered from sources deemed reliable, no representation is made to its accuracy or
completeness. Please note that individual situations can vary, therefore, you should consult your
qualified financial professional before taking action. This material is not an offer to sell, nor is it
a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. The publisher is not engaged in rendering legal, tax
or accounting advice.

Registered Representative is not an attorney. The Registered Representative will help review
the documents and recommend a local attorney that specializes in Estate planning. Estate
planning can involve a complex web of tax rules and regulations. You should consider the counsel
of an experienced estate planning professional before implementing any strategy.

Printed onto every one of the six
numbered dice below are six
letters (one per side), which can be
rearranged to form the answer for
each clue; however, some sides are
invisible to you. Use the clues and
write every answer into the grid.
When correctly filled, the letters in
the shaded squares, reading in the
order 1 to 6, will spell out a
woman’s name.

The first person with the correct answers will receive an American Express gift card.  Please email your
answers to Martha at Martha@cfsburbank.com or call her at 818-846-8092 ext.4.

Planet in our solar system
Very fearful

Forty-ninth state of the USA
Origin, of a river for example

Vendor
Beaded counting frame


